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Topic-‘Alien Buddy’ 

The word alien is a popular word for an extraterrestrial life-form, or a being from 

another planet. No one knows whether life exits elsewhere in the universe or not, 

 but some scientists think that it is possible. 

 

So far, no evidence of extraterrestrial life has been found. However, scientists have discovered 

hundreds of planets that orbit distant stars. Some of these planets are at an ideal distance 

from their stars, and some are roughly the size of Earth. It may be possible that life has 

developed on one or more of them. 

 

Aliens are also sometimes called ET -Extra Terrestrial meaning one belonging to some other 

territory. 

 

So, let’s explore the possibility of life outside our solar system and hope to capture signals from 

intelligent aliens and also create our own ‘Alien Buddy’. 

 

 

 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/planets/353638
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/universe/400293
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/science/353748


 

We have no evidence of how an alien looks like. So, let your imagination run wild and make 

your own Alien Buddy. It can be the way you like, 5 legs or 12 wiggly eyes or purple wrinkled 

skin. 

For this very interesting and easy Crafty Alien, you will require: 

➢ empty home foil tube/cardboard tube 

➢ coloured craft paper  

➢ home foil/coloured pom poms 

➢ googly eyes 

➢ pipe cleaner/plastic broom - stick 

➢ glue and scissors 

 

You may refer the link given below for making your ‘Alien Buddy’. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bQ7BLyeovCeLB2lU64qOFbMsuoob-pPv/view?usp=sharing  

Share your pictures holding your ‘Alien Buddy‘with your class teacher positively by Tuesday, 

30 November 2021, 6 p.m .  

Fun bit: 

Grab a DVD and watch the movie named “E.T”. It’s a story of friendship between a 7yr old girl Gertie and her 

elder brother Elliot with an alien who accidentally gets left on planet earth.  

 

Happy Learning ! 

Regards 

 

Team Bal Bharati, GRHM 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bQ7BLyeovCeLB2lU64qOFbMsuoob-pPv/view?usp=sharing

